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Abstract—In recent developments in machine learning, a trend
has emerged where larger models achieve better performance.
At the same time, deploying these models in real-life scenarios
is difficult due to the parallel trend of pushing them on end-
users or IoT devices with strong resource limitations. In this
work, we develop a novel technique for executing parts of a
single model successively through multiple devices (IoT, edge,
cloud) while respecting each device’s resource limitations. For
that, we introduce a new offloading mechanism where, during
computation, a decision can be made to offload work, together
with the ability to exit early in the computation with intermediate
results. The decision itself is tuned through Deep Q-Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main reasons for the success of Deep Learning in
the past decade is its ability to learn hidden patterns in datasets
and use them to achieve the desired task. However, this success
comes at an important cost. Indeed, Deep Learning neural
networks models have been growing from a few hundred
parameters to hundreds of millions [3] and even hundreds
of billions of parameters [1]. This ever-increasing number of
parameters also causes the computational abilities required for
training to increase dramatically. A large number of parameters
impacts both the training phase and the use of the trained
model (inference), which are both computationally expensive:
the training time becomes large, as is the necessary time
and latency for performing inference. For achieving faster
inference, methods have been proposed in the area of model
compression; for instance, through parameter quantization or
model pruning techniques [2]. Although such techniques help
to reduce the model size and speed up inference, there remain
issues when using deep models on devices with resource
constraints, as commonly found in embedded systems and in
IoT.

In this work, we provide a solution for embedded IoT
systems, that uses support from edge or cloud servers, and
we propose a hierarchical execution model. Our approach
combines three main ideas: first, this idea of splitting the same
neural network model across two or more devices according
to their computational abilities; second, the idea of early
exit [15], where execution of the model can be stopped at
some intermediate layers, trading accuracy for computational
cost; and third, the idea of off-loading, where, after a few
intermediate layers, the computation can be continued from

the device to the edge server. The cornerstone of our technique
is a method to decide which action should be taken at every
possible exit of the intermediate layers: stay (on device),
offload, exit. To do so, we formulate this decision problem as
a Markov Decision Process, and our method uses a reinforce-
ment learning approach; precisely, we use deep reinforcement
learning, where we train a smaller model, outputting a decision
based on the output of the previously executed layers. Our
method is capable of preserving the accuracy of the model
while respecting the device’s computational capabilities. It can
also trade accuracy for matching various constraints in terms
of energy cost, latency, etc. We validated our approach on a
modified version of the VGG Network [13] trained on the
CIFAR10 dataset [6], and observed excellent results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents related work. Section III discusses our approach
in detail. In Section IV we present our results. Finally, a
conclusion is drawn in Section V, where we also look at the
future directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Apart from model compression techniques [2], putting ”AI
on the Edge” has proposals about finding ways of improving
the execution model on devices and at the edge; computation
offloading techniques and conditional computation techniques
fall under this category as described in [14].

A. Conditional Computation

Conditional computation is a very recent and active research
field in deep learning. It comes from the idea that one does
not need to run the whole network in most cases to get decent,
reliable predictions from an input x. In other words, given an
input x, can we know which part of the model to run to get
correct predictions with decent accuracy?

Many approaches are used to accomplish this. Some of the
most notable ones are BranchyNets [15] which illustrated for
instance, that for more than 90% of that CIFAR10 [6], it
is not necessary to run all the layers of the neural network
model (VGG16[13] in their case) for accurate predictions.
SkipNets [16], and Slimmable Neural Networks [17] are also
other more complex approaches for conditional computation.
However, these networks usually require an external entity,



normally a sequential decision-making agent, to decide what
actions to take.

Our work is focusing on conditional computation due to its
simplicity and its high potential for efficient deep learning on
edge devices.

B. Offloading Techniques

Offloading is a technique where an application or an end
device delegates some of its computationally intensive tasks
to a more capable remote entity. Offloading is considered an
active research topic, which continues to attract an increasing
number of contributions. Several recent works in the literature
addressed the offloading decision problem. The main objective
is to determine whether a task should be offloaded, on not.
Some other work also covers the choice of the corresponding
execution location, including either the terminal or an estab-
lished set of edge or cloud servers, as represented in Fig. 1.
One of the main criteria for such a decision is the completion
time of the application. In addition, other constraints such
as the terminal’s processing or battery capacity, the available
network bandwidth, or the remote servers’ processing capacity
and energy consumption were also considered [8], [7]. An-
other important aspect regarding offloading decisions is related
to the application’s single-task or multitasking architecture
type.
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Fig. 1. Offloading of model inference: approaches with different models on
different devices, depending on the device capability

More recently, some works focus on modern implemen-
tations of deep learning applications along the continuum
device-edge-cloud. Instead of the old design of simply sending
all the data in the Cloud, they propose to offload part or
all of the inference on one dedicated edge server or across
several remote servers [11], [12]. One of the most recent
works, proposed in [14], the offloading decision relies on two
objective functions. A first function (Max-Accuracy) aims to
maximize the accuracy on an input x, and a second objective
function (Max-Utility) that seeks to optimize the utilization of
the resources at the end device.

The large research activity on the subject of how to deploy
machine learning models on resource constraint devices, is an
indicator of how important this field is in practice. However,
the focus was not directed on how to run one model efficiently

across multiple devices. For example, FastVA [14] focuses on
how to balance the execution of several models with different
capabilities across multiple devices depending on the need
of the user. BranchyNet [15] and SkipNets [16] did not use
the modularity characteristic of neural networks to divide
the network on multiple devices. To our understanding, all
previous work for ”AI on the edge” did not tackle this problem.

III. DYNAMIC HIERARCHICAL NEURAL NETWORK
OFFLOADING (DHN²O) IN IOT EDGE NETWORKS

Our work, Dynamic Hierarchical Neural Network Offload-
ing (DHN²O), focuses on improving the use of neural network
models for scenarios where a hierarchy of computational
devices are present: the end-device itself, some edge server,
and/or some cloud server. We combine the use of such a
hierarchy with the framework of early exit networks, where the
computation can be stopped after the execution of only some
of the (first) layers. DHN²O proposes to divide the layers of a
single neural network model in blocks as in early exit networks
but then deploy them on the device, the edge, and/or the cloud,
as represented in Fig. 2

Overall the inference operates as follows: the inference is
performed going successively through each block of layers of
the model starting from the first one. After the execution of
each block of layers, a decision is made: it consists in selecting
one of the possible actions: stay (continue inference to through
the next set of layers), offload (send the intermediate output
of the current layer to the edge or to the server, to continue
the computation there), exit (stop the computation here and
use the current output of the intermediate layers to make
a classification decision). This improves on traditional early
exit networks, which only consider the execution on a single
device because we introduce a new kind of action “offload”:
deciding to offload the computation to another more capable
computational device.

The other specificity of our method is that we are able
to formulate different optimization targets as an optimization
problem with constraints. Different performance is obtained
depending on what decision is made at each block of layers.
As described later, we cast this problem to a reinforcement
learning framework and obtain heuristic solutions through
Deep Reinforcement Learning. Combining early exit with
offloading opens the avenue for many new possibilities, for
numerous optimizations, and choices of tradeoffs. Indeed, the
early exits give the ability to trade energy for precision, e.g.,
executing fewer layers, hence reducing the accuracy while
reducing the energy cost of running the model, or the opposite.
The offloading gives the ability to trade some communication
cost for precision, e.g., by transmitting the output of the inter-
mediate layers to the edge or cloud. Finally, some additional
tradeoffs in terms of model execution time (i.e., latency) are
interesting to analyze. In our system model, all of the various
tradeoffs result from a simple set of decisions. This design
also makes models very modular, leading to applying the same
model for different devices but by splitting it differently.
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Fig. 2. Our approach DHN²O: same model divided on multiple devices. Offloading and early exit are possible after each block of layers

Another natural side benefit for our approach is also in terms
of privacy. In previous work on offloading, the decision was
either to run the whole model on the device or to offload
all the data to be analyzed remotely by a model. In our
case, we can force the model to complete several layers
before offloading the computation. This may correspond to the
feature extraction performed by the first layers, which leads
to improved privacy, e.g., when the data contains personally
identifying information. In this work, we do not attempt to
optimize for some privacy metric, however, our system design
allows us to simply consider privacy constraints.

A. Model Design

Our method applies to all neural networks models without
memory1. In this article, we choose to apply it to the classical
vision task of the object recognition: given a picture, the model
has to identify the class of the main object appearing in the
picture, from a predefined set of classes (e.g., for CIFAR-10:
airplane, cat, dog, etc.). The input are the pixels of the image,
and the output is a prediction vector, with one numerical
value for each class, each representing the confidence of the
model on the fact that the image represents an object from
this class. The final classification result of the model is the
class corresponding to the higher confidence in this prediction
vector. In this section, we provide more details on the model
that we built for our experiments.

We start by considering and designing an image classifica-
tion model, inspired by the one already defined in the work
on early exit networks [15]. The network is composed of two
main parts. The feature extractor part which is responsible
for extracting hidden features in an image is composed of a
set of convolutional, max pooling, batch normalization layers

1Hence, we exclude Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), etc.

with a ReLU as the activation function. The second part
which we call the classifier, takes as input the output of the
feature extractor and tries to classify these patterns into the
appropriate class. The classifier is composed of a single linear
layer that maps a vector of size 512, corresponding to the
output of the feature extractor, to the prediction vector, an
n sized vector where n is the number of classes we have.
The “exits” of the model have the same architecture as the
classifier part. Thus, we will consider the output of the model
as being the last exit and will count it as an exit. We tried
different combinations of how and where to add exit points to
the model. We ended up adding 5 exits on different levels
of the model graph. The first exit is on layer 3 and the
last one is on layer 25. The model architecture is similar
to VGG network [13]. The layer combination (convolutional,
batch normalization, ReLu) are stacked one after another. We
used a stack of 16 of these layers which we decided is a
balance between model complexity and accuracy. We chose
this architecture because we know that the VGG network[13]
works well for image classification and is simple enough to
experiment with. The same design can be applied to other
architectures such as ResNet [4].

The key idea is finding the ideal placement of the exit points.
To our understanding, there is are no straightforward automatic
methods to achieve this, hence we proceeded experimentally.
Fig. 3 is a simplified representation of the final model.

The model was trained and evaluated on the CIFAR10
vision dataset [6]. We used the recommended training setup
for VGG [13] network from PyTorch [10]. The optimizer used
is Adam [5] with a learning rate of 0.0003. The optimizer also
had a weight decay factor of 0.001. The training was done on
an A100 NVIDIA GPU with 40GB of VRAM. This amount
of VRAM allowed us to have a relatively big batch size of
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Fig. 3. Early Exit Network with 4 exits

4096 images for training and 8, 192 for validation. Training
early exit networks [15] is not identical to training regular
neural networks, the difference is that in early exit networks
each exit outputs a vector of predictions (or logits) and this
vector comes with its own loss due to the error in predictions.
Usually in normal deep neural networks, one has one output
layer which has these predictions, so one calculates the loss
and back-propagates the loss back to all of the layers using
the chain rule to adjust the weights using a gradient descent
technique. However, in our design we have multiple exits
thus multiple losses: by computing a weighted sum of these
losses as the final loss, the autograd engine of PyTorch [10]
can be used seemlessly to automatically perform classical
backpropagatation.

Our goal behind training this network is not to achieve state-
of-the-art on CIFAR10 [6] but to have a decent classification
model as a proof of concept, that we can use later and validate
our approach. We measured the training accuracy, training
loss, validation accuracy, validation loss on every exit in the
network. The results are presented in table I.

Exit Training Training Validation Validation
Number Loss Accuracy % Loss Accuracy %

0 0.6921 78.664 1.072 65.8
1 0.4519 87.78 0.8281 74.44
2 0.02463 99.972 0.8131 79.31
3 0.0006934 100 0.7755 82.59
4 0.00001995 100 1.081 82.51
5 0.0001207 100 0.8971 82.48

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF OUR TRAINED IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

MODEL (AT EACH EXIT)

B. Optimization Problem

After training the image classification model, we need to
determine the best decisions to select, corresponding to solving
an optimization problem. At each exit point, the system has to
choose an action from the set actions: {Stay, Exit, Offload}.
Stay means that the network should continue to be executed
on the same device. Exit means that the network should exit
execution completely and returns the current results if any.
Offload means that the current device should delegate the ex-
ecution of the model to a device higher in the device hierarchy
and stop executing it locally. The problem is complex since it
depends on multiple factors and considerations, summarized
below:
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Fig. 4. Sample exit points: a decision has to be taken at every branch

• Stay:
– Does the device have enough energy to continue

executing the model to the next exit?
– Does the accuracy achieved so far seem to be good

enough or should one wait until the next exit, hoping
the accuracy will be higher?

– Is the current prediction likely to be correct? or is
the model confident but selects the wrong class?

– If offload is selected, can more accuracy be obtained
with less energy consumption?

• Exit:
– Should the inference exit because of sufficient accu-

racy or because the time deadline is approaching?
– Should the inference exit even though low accuracy

seems low, or maybe offloading is better?
– How confident is the model about the prediction?

• Offload:
– Does the device have enough energy to offload the

data now?
– Can the device offload the current data with the

network bandwidth available without depleting my
energy?

– When offloading, can the time deadline still be
respected?

As shown, the set of decisions and consideration is large,
hence one has to formulate a proper optimization problem,
with objective functions and constraints.

The solution technique presented later can be applied to any
optimization problem with a scalar objective function and with
arbitrary constraints. In the following, we use the following
formulation:

max objective function f(energy cost, accuracy)

s.t. time consumed < time deadline

energy consumed < energy limit

(1)

It matches perfectly the problem of inference on devices
that have energy constraints: it expresses a tradeoff between
consumed energy and the accuracy of the model. Hence we
want to maximize a function f of energy cost and accuracy.
At the same time, there might be additional constraints, such



as maximum latency, and constraints in terms of the energy
budget.

The decision variables of this optimization problem are the
decisions taken at each exit. Notice that importantly, that the
accuracy is never really known by the model. An estimate can
only be guessed from the prediction vector at the current exit
(and the vectors of the prior exits). Determining the probability
that the current classification is correct is not straightforward.
The decisions are also taken in sequence: this allows us to
model the decision process as a simple Markov Decision
Process, where the observed state consists of the current exit
index, the prediction vectors of the current exit, and of the
previous ones. Optionally, dynamically varying parameters
(such as transmission energy costs, etc.) could be added to
this state.

When solving a Markov Decision Process, it is also crucial
to understand the nature of the variables, and whether they are
continuous or discrete, finite or infinite. In our case, the states
are continuous mainly due to the fact the vectors of predictions
vn is a vector of floating numbers bounded in [0, 1]. We have
the following components of the observed state:

• Predictions: a vector p of size n where pi states how
confident the model is that this data is of class i at ei

• Energy consumption until ei
• Time consumed until exit ei
• Network bandwidth available
• (Optionally) any other dynamically changing parameters

C. Reinforcement Learning Solution

We decided to solve this Markov Decision Process (MDP)
through reinforcement learning. Due to the non-trivial ob-
served state, and its continuous nature, we opted for using
one deep reinforcement learning algorithm, Deep-Q Network
(DQN) [9]. Hence DHN²O uses a (much) smaller neural
network model (denoted DQN model), that takes as input the
specified observed state and outputs a decision for the current
exit (stay, exit, offload).

This choice has an important, very powerful, property: the
DQN model actually takes the prediction vectors as part of its
input, and hence we are training this model to also implicitly
evaluate how reliable the decision vectors are. Notice that [15]
had to resort to heuristics (with arbitrary thresholds), to decide
on early exits: we implicitly use a deep learning approach to
this.

For our practical experiments, we selected a simple ob-
jective function f that weights linearly (energy) cost and
accuracy:

f(energy cost, accuracy) = −α× energy cost
+β × (prediction is correct)

(2)

where α and β are constant determined from an actual system.
Our MDP is episodic: an episode starts with an initial

image and consists in taking successively one decision at each
possible exit until a final decision to actually exit is selected.
Since the episodes are short (i.e. the number of steps is at
most the number of exits), we compute a reward for the whole

episode, at the end of the episode. We do not use discounting.
The reward itself is computed as follows: it is a large negative
number if the constraints are not met at the end of the episode,
otherwise, it is simply the objective function:

Reward = f(cost, accuracy) (3)

Note that obviously, by design, the training will tend to max-
imize our objective function while satisfying the constraints.

The training data for this DQN is collected during the
training of the model discussed in III-A. Prior to training the
DQN, at the end of the training of the image classification
model, the image model is run on all images. For each image,
we collect the prediction vector of all exits (along with the
correctness of the decision).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We did not experiment DHN²O on real systems, but as a
proof of concept, we ran experiments with simplified assump-
tions to illustrate its good behavior. We used an existing DRL
framework with an implementation of DQN, obtained from
stable-baselines (itself derived from the baselines
of OpenAI).

For the objective function, we start by setting the coefficient
α to 1 and β becomes directly the tradeoff between accuracy
and energy efficiency. The β parameter is application-related,
should be obtained from a real system, and is an input for
solving the optimization problem. We also ignore all the
constraints. We equate the energy cost to the exit index (i.e.
processing one block of layers costs exactly 1 energy unit).

For our proof of concept, we only want to illustrate that
some good decisions are taken by the DQN model. Thus we
artificially set β to some values, based on the results of the
validation accuracy found in table I. It is easy to see that the
DQN model should stop approximately at exit i and exit i+1
when β has the following value:

βi,i+1 =
1

(error ratei − error ratei+1)
(4)

After selecting β, the DQN model is then trained for 10,000
episodes across all the training data. Fig. 5 represents the
training loss (a measure of the error made by the DQN model),
during the training phase. We can see that it converges quickly
after a few thousand iterations.

Fig. 5. DQN training loss monitored



Then, we trained the DQN model for different values of β,
selected according to (4). We are presenting the results for a
value of β where we can expect to exit at exit one or two.

In order to check if the DQN model is performing as
expected (hence, is close to optimizing the given objective
function), we simply need to check after how many exits,
on average, the DQN model is selecting the action “exit”.
Incidentally, the DRL software that we use also records the
average episode length during training, which corresponds to
exactly this number. Hence, they are shown in the Fig. 6. We

Fig. 6. For β with expected exit betweem first and second

can see that for the selected value of β in Fig. 6, the model
is indeed exiting on average at exit 1 and at exit 2.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented DHN²O, a novel approach for
model splitting across multiple devices. Our contribution lies
in a new framework that would allow users to deploy a single
model split into multiple devices having multiple computa-
tional capabilities instead of using multiple models based on
the capabilities of the hosting device. We also introduced an
optimization problem that we solve for reinforcement learning
heuristics. We obtain a policy that decides the action at each
possible dynamic exit: Stay, Exit, or Offload. We solved this
optimization problem using a DQN [9] and the good obtained
results validated our approach.

As future work, we intend to explore how to introduce
dynamically accuracy weights for classes, and more generally
other parameters, as additional inputs to the DQN model.
Having different accuracy requirements for different classes
allows to adapt for different applications (e.g. accurate human
detection is more important in intrusion detection applica-
tions). Future work also includes the use of parameters, cost,
and constraints from real systems in the optimization problem,
and includes real implementation.
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